Capsid
protease

Key to symbols

- RNA, ends mapped accurately
- RNA, ends deduced
- RNA, ends not mapped
- Coding region of genes
- Latent cycle
- Early lytic cycle
- Late lytic cycle
- Unknown
- AAUAAA poly A site
- Variant poly A site
- Transcription promoter
- MYRISTYLATED
- TEGUMENT
- ATPase of terminase
- Triplex
- Capsid
- Tegument
- Late gene regulator
- Scaffold
- DNA polymerase
- gB
- DNA binding protein
- BARF0
- BARF1
- ECRF4
- LMP-2A
- LMP-2B
Key to symbols
RNA, ends mapped accurately
RNA, ends deduced
RNA, ends not mapped
coding region of genes
latent cycle
early lytic cycle
late lytic cycle
unknown
AAUAAA poly A site
variant poly A site
transcription promoter
mi RNA

reduces peptide TAP binding